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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a food processor with
a first bowl and a second bowl, which bowls are of differ-
ent construction and are designed to be positioned on a
support surface of the food processor and which each
have a bottom wall and a tubular inner portion rising from
the bottom wall into the interior of the bowl, which portion
has a first end remote from the bottom wall and a second
end facing the bottom wall and is open at both ends, and
with drive means arranged adjacent the support surface
for driving tools of the food processor, and with at least
two tools, which tools are of different designs, each tool
being associated with one bowl, and with a first trans-
mission piece and a second transmission piece, each of
which is associated with a respective bowl and is de-
signed for driving a tool.
[0002] It is possible with such a food processor to proc-
ess different foods requiring different treatments in dif-
ferent bowls by means of different tools, such that each
tool can be driven by the drive means of the kitchen ma-
chine via a suitable transmission piece. It is necessary
in such a food processor that the processing of foods in
a bowl can only be carried out with a tool fitting the bowl
in question, i.e. that the processing of foods can take
place with an admissible combination of a bowl and a
tool, whereas inadmissible combinations of a bowl and
a tool must not be created, because such inadmissible
combinations may lead to damage to a tool or a bowl and
may lead to an undesirable risk of injury of a user of the
food processor.
[0003] A food processor with the construction de-
scribed in the first paragraph above is known from the
patent document DE 42 20 234 C2. In this known food
processor, the transmission pieces are integral compo-
nents of the respective bowl, which has the result that
each such bowl must be fitted with such a transmission
piece. If such a bowl should become damaged so as to
become inoperable, therefore, not only the bowl, but also
the transmission piece connected to the bowl is to be
exchanged, which represents an unnecessary waste.
The known food processor comprises a solution for pre-
venting the creation of an inadmissible combination of a
bowl and a tool in that a tool portion permanently con-
nected to a tool and a bowl portion permanently connect-
ed to a bowl are utilized, which portions abut against one
another in the inadmissible situation, which implies that
a construction necessary for this preventive measure
must be realized for each tool as well as for each bowl.
[0004] Document FR-2 787 311 discloses a further
food processor.
[0005] The invention has for its object to prevent a cre-
ation of inadmissible combinations of a bowl and a tool
in a constructionally simple and reliable manner. Further-
more, the invention has for its object to prevent a creation
of inadmissible combinations in a manner such that the
solution disclosed in the patent document DE 42 20 234
C2 is not utilized.

[0006] To achieve the above object, a food processor
according to the invention is given inventive features
such that a food processor according to the invention
may be characterized as follows:
[0007] A food processor with a support surface and
with a first bowl and a second bowl, which bowls are of
different constructions, are designed for being placed on
the support surface, each comprise a bottom wall, and
each comprise a tubular inner portion rising from the bot-
tom wall into the interior of the bowl, which inner portion
has a first end remote from the bottom wall and a second
end facing the bottom wall and is open at both ends, and
with drive means arranged adjacent the support surface
for driving tools of the food processor, and with at least
two tools, which tools are of different constructions and
are each associated with a respective bowl, and with a
first transmission piece and a second transmission piece,
which transmission pieces are permanently connected
neither to a bowl nor to the drive means, wherein each
transmission piece is associated with a respective bowl
and with at least one tool, can be introduced by at least
a portion into the tubular inner portion of the associated
bowl, and is constructed such that a transmission con-
nection to the drive means and to a tool associated with
the transmission piece can be realized and such that a
transmission connection to a tool not associated with the
respective transmission piece is prevented.
[0008] The features according to the invention prevent
a creation of inadmissible combinations of a bowl and a
tool not belonging to this bowl in a reliable manner by
constructionally simple and very cost-effective means in
that the prevention of said inadmissible combinations ac-
cording to the invention is achieved by means of the
transmission pieces. The use of the transmission pieces
for the preventive purpose mentioned above is advanta-
geous in particular because such transmission pieces
can be manufactured very inexpensively and can accord-
ingly be replaced without comparatively high expense in
cases in which damage or excessive wear of such a
transmission piece renders the latter useless or makes
that it can no longer fulfill its preventive function in a re-
liable manner. A further advantage of the measures ac-
cording to the invention is that the prevention of the cre-
ation of an inadmissible combination of a bowl and a tool
is not achieved by means of a tool component perma-
nently connected to a tool and a bowl component per-
manently connected to a bowl, but by means of the trans-
mission pieces, which are permanently connected nei-
ther to a bowl nor to a tool, but which instead may be
brought into a detachable connection both with a bowl
and with a tool and can accordingly be separated again
therefrom.
[0009] It should be noted that the patent document DE
42 42 289 C2 discloses a food processor which is also
fitted with a first bowl and a second bowl, and wherein
at least one tool is associated with each bowl, while only
the tool associated with a given bowl can be made to
form an admissible combination with the relevant bowl
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in each case. A solution for preventing the creation of an
inadmissible combination of a bowl and a tool is also
provided in the food processor known from the patent
document DE 42 42 289 C2, wherein a tool component
permanently connected to a tool and a bowl component
permanently connected to a bowl are utilized, which com-
ponents abut against one another in the situation to be
prevented, as was the case in the food processor known
from the patent document DE 42 20 234 C2 cited further
above. It should further be noted with respect to the food
processor known from the patent document DE 42 42
289 C2 that no transmission pieces are provided in this
known food processor, because the drive means for driv-
ing the tools in this known food processor are passed
through the tubular inner portion of a bowl, so that the
drive means project from the tubular inner portion in the
region of the first end of the tubular inner portion of the
bowl, which renders it possible for each of the tools to be
brought into direct operational connection with the drive
means without a transmission piece being required for
driving the tools. The patent document US 5,297,475 A
may also be cited in this connection.
[0010] The transmission pieces in a food processor
according to the invention may be of the same construc-
tion. It was found to be highly advantageous, however,
if the transmission pieces are of different constructions.
This embodiment supports the avoidance of erroneous
efforts to realize an inadmissible combination of bowl,
transmission piece, and tool.
[0011] It was found to be advantageous in a food proc-
essor according to the invention if in addition the meas-
ures of claim 3 or the measures of claim 4 are provided.
It is achieved thereby that the bowl is to be combined
with the transmission pieces associated with the bowl in
question in different manners, so that a user of the food
processor is made aware of the different combinations
of bowl and tool by means of the different combination
conditions.
[0012] It was found to be particularly advantageous in
a food processor according to the invention if in addition
the features of claim 5 or claim 6 are provided. These
solutions were found to be very advantageous as regards
as simple as possible a construction and a reliable op-
eration in spite of the simplicity.
[0013] It was furthermore found to be very advanta-
geous in a food processor according to the invention if
in addition the features of claim 7 or claim 8 are provided.
These solutions were also found to be particularly ad-
vantageous as regards a construction which is as simple
as possible and leads to a reliable operation.
[0014] It was furthermore found to be advantageous
in a food processor according to the invention if in addition
the features of claim 9 are provided. This solution was
found to be particularly advantageous in tests.
[0015] The above and further aspects of the invention
will become clearer in the ensuing description of an em-
bodiment and are clarified with reference to this embod-
iment.

[0016] The invention will be explained in more detail
below with reference to an embodiment shown in the
drawings, to which, however, the invention is not limited.

Fig. 1 shows a food processor in an embodiment of
the invention in which a first bowl is positioned on a
support surface of the food processor and a first
transmission piece and a first tool have been inserted
into the first bowl.
Fig. 2 shows the food processor of Fig. 1 in the same
manner as in Fig. 1, but now a second bowl is posi-
tioned on the support surface of the food processor,
and a second transmission piece and a fourth tool
have been inserted into the second bowl.
Fig. 3 shows the food processor of Figs. 1 and 2 in
the same manner as in Figs. 1 and 2, such that again
the second bowl is positioned on the support surface
of the food processor, and the second transmission
piece has been inserted into the bowl, while in addi-
tion the first transmission piece is shown with the
first tool provided thereon.
Fig. 4 shows the food processor 1 of Figs. 1 to 3 in
the same manner as in Figs. 1 to 3, with the first bowl
positioned on the support surface of the food proc-
essor and with the first transmission piece inserted
into the first bowl, while in addition the fourth tool of
the food processor is shown.
Fig. 5 shows the food processor of Figs. 1 to 4 in the
same manner as in Figs. 1 to 4, wherein the first bowl
is positioned on the support surface of the food proc-
essor, and wherein in addition the second transmis-
sion piece and the fourth tool of the food processor
are shown.

[0017] Figs. 1 to 5 show a food processor 1. The food
processor 1 has a housing 2. The housing 2 surrounds
a tower-shaped region 3 and a plate-shaped region 4
extending laterally away from the tower-shaped region 3
of the food processor 1. A drive motor M is accommo-
dated in the tower-shaped region 3 and is capable of
driving a drive shaft 5 into rotation, at different speeds.
First drive means 7 are connected to one end 6 of the
drive shaft 5 and can be covered with a removable closing
cap 8 of the food processor 1. After the closing cap 8 has
been removed, a blender jug (not shown in the Figures)
can be positioned on an annular housing surface 9, while
a mixing tool provided in the blender jug is brought into
operational connection with the first drive means 7 via a
transmission.
[0018] At the other end 10 of the drive shaft 5, a small
belt pulley 11 is fixedly connected to the drive shaft 5.
The small belt pulley 11 is capable of driving a large belt
pulley 12 with different speeds via a transmission belt
not shown in the Figures. The large belt pulley 12 is ro-
tatably supported on a shaft 13. A transmission gear 14,
merely indicated in the Figures, can be driven by the large
belt pulley 12. The transmission gear 14 is arranged ad-
jacent to a support surface 15 of the housing 2. Part of
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the transmission gear 14 is passed through a passage
16 in the support surface 15. The portion of the transmis-
sion gear 14 passed through the passage 16 in the sup-
port surface 15 forms second drive means 17 of the food
processor 1, which second drive means 17 are positioned
adjacent the support surface 15 here. The second drive
means 17 are designed for driving tools of the food proc-
essor 1, which will be explained in more detail further
below.
[0019] The second drive means 17 comprise a first
drive part 18 and a second drive part 19 which is arranged
coaxially with the first drive part 18. The two drive parts
18 and 19 are coaxial with the shaft 13. When the drive
means 17, and accordingly the two drive parts 18 and
19, are driven, the first drive part 18 is driven at a higher
speed than the second drive part 19.
[0020] The food processor 1 is fitted with a first bowl
20 and a second bowl 21. The two bowls 20 and 21 are
of different constructions, as is apparent from Figs. 1 and
2. The two bowls 20 and 21 are designed and constructed
for being positioned on the support surface 15.
[0021] The first bowl 20 has a bottom wall 22 which is
substantially planar. The first bowl 20 further comprises
a side wall 23 of substantially hollow cylindrical shape.
The bowl 20 further has a lid C which is provided with a
feed tube 24. An angled operating stud 25 projects lat-
erally from the lid C. The operating stud 25 is designed
for co-operating with a safety switch not shown in Fig. 1,
which principle has been known for a long time. The lid
C is provided with a bearing sleeve 26 in its central region,
which sleeve is coaxial with the shaft 13 during operation,
the purpose of which will be explained in more detail fur-
ther below. The first bowl 20 further has a handle 27. The
first bowl 20 further comprises a tubular inner portion 28
which rises from the bottom wall 22 into the interior of
the bowl, which has a first end 29 remote from the bottom
wall 22 and a second end 30 facing the bottom wall 22,
and which is open at both ends 29 and 30.
[0022] The second bowl 21 has a curved, cup-shaped
bottom wall 31 which merges into a substantially hollow
cylindrical side wall 32. An angled operating stud 33
projects from the side wall 32, fulfilling the same function
as the operating stud 25 of the first bowl 20. The second
bowl 21 is open in its region remote from the bottom wall
31, so that no lid is provided for the second bowl 21. The
second bowl 21, like the first bowl 20, has a tubular inner
portion 34 rising from the bottom wall 31 into the interior
of the bowl, which portion has a first end 35 remote from
the bottom wall 31 and a second end 36 facing the bottom
wall 31 and is open at both ends 35 and 36. The tubular
inner portion 34 of the second bowl 21 is different in shape
and construction from the tubular inner portion 29 of the
first bowl 20. The tubular inner portion 34 of the second
bowl 21 is of a dual construction and consists here of a
first component piece 37 integrally connected to the bot-
tom wall 31 and tapering in a direction away from the
bottom wall 31, and of a second component piece 38
which is an extension of the first component piece 37 and

which is retained to the first component piece 37 by
means of locking arms 39 and 40. The second compo-
nent piece 38 has a passage 41 at its free end which
serves as a bearing sleeve for a transmission piece,
which will be explained in more detail further below.
[0023] The first bowl 20 is provided and constructed
primarily for carrying out cutting operations. A first tool
42 may for this purpose be introduced into the first bowl
20, which tool is a cutting tool 42 with two cutter blades
43 and 44. A second tool 45 may also be introduced into
the bowl 20, which tool is indicated diagrammatically only
in Fig. 1 by means of a dash-dot line. The second tool
45 is a slicing disc by means of which a material intro-
duced through the feed tube 24 may be, for example, cut
into slices. The two tools 42 and 45 mentioned above are
driven at comparatively high speeds. A third tool may
furthermore be introduced into the first bowl 20, which
tool is a mixing or kneading tool which can be driven at
a comparatively high speed. Such a tool is known from
food processors which are on the market at present.
[0024] The second bowl 21 is provided and construct-
ed for carrying out operations in which the second drive
means 17 drive a tool at a comparatively low speed. In
the operational situation shown in Fig. 2, a fourth tool 46
has been introduced into the second bowl 21. The fourth
tool 46 could be denoted a whipping tool, by means of
which a creamy substance and similar substances can
be prepared. The fourth tool 46 consists of a sleeve-type
fastening part 47, which is stationary during operation
and which is connected to an annular part 50 with external
teeth 49 via a connecting ring 48. The fourth tool 46 fur-
ther comprises a drive part 51 which is rotatable relative
to the fastening part 47, in which drive part 51 two stirring
or whipping beaters 52 and 53 are journaled by means
of respective studs 54 and 55. Such beaters are often
denoted balloon beaters. A gearwheel 56, 57 is fixedly
connected to each stud 54, 55, respectively, which two
gearwheels 56 and 57 are in engagement with the outer
teeth 49. During operation, the drive part 51 is driven into
rotation, with the result that the two gearwheels 56 and
57 roll over the outer teeth 49, whereby the balloon beat-
ers 52 and 53 are driven into rotation.
[0025] A fifth tool may furthermore be introduced into
the second bowl 21, however, this is not shown in the
Figures. The fifth tool is a kneading tool provided with
kneading hooks which can be driven into a comparatively
slow rotation and which are provided and constructed for
making dough. Such a tool is also known from kitchen
machines present on the market at this moment.
[0026] The food processor 1 is advantageously fitted
with a first transmission piece 60 and a second transmis-
sion piece 61. The two transmission pieces 60 and 61
are of different constructions in this case, as is apparent
from Figs. 1 to 5. The two transmission pieces 60 and 61
are permanently connected neither to one of the two
bowls 20 and 21 nor to the second drive means 17; in-
stead, the two transmission pieces 60 and 61 can be
connected to the second drive means 17, as desired, and
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can be detached from the second drive means 17 again,
and they can be combined with either of the two bowls
20 and 21, and can be detached therefrom again. Each
transmission piece 60, 61 is associated with a respective
bowl 20, 21 and at least one of the tools 42 and 45 or 46.
Furthermore, each transmission piece 60, 61 can be in-
troduced by at least a portion thereof into the tubular inner
portion 28, 34 of the respective bowl 20, 21. Furthermore,
each transmission piece 60, 61 is constructed such that
it renders it possible to realize an operational connection
with the second drive means 17 and with a tool 42 and
45 or 46 associated with the transmission piece 60, 61,
as applicable. Furthermore, each transmission piece 60,
61 is advantageously constructed so as to prevent the
realization of an operational connection with a tool 46 or
42 and 45 not associated with the respective transmis-
sion piece 60, 61, which will be explained in more detail
with reference to Figs. 3, 4, and 5 below.
[0027] The first transmission piece 60 is associated
with the first bowl 20 and the first tool 42 and the second
tool 45, as well as with the third tool mentioned above
but not shown. The second transmission piece 61 is as-
sociated with the second bowl 21 and the fourth tool 46,
as well as with the fifth tool mentioned above but not
shown.
[0028] The first transmission piece 60 is formed by an
inner sleeve portion 62 to which an outer sleeve portion
64 is connected by means of a ring portion 63. A
sleeve-type extension 65 projects in axial direction from
the inner sleeve portion 62 in the region of the ring portion
63. In the region of the free end 66 of the sleeve-type
extension 65, which free end 66 forms the first end 66 of
the first transmission piece 60 remote from the second
drive means 17, the first transmission piece 60 is provid-
ed with a bearing stud 67, which bearing stud 67 is de-
signed for cooperating with the bearing sleeve 26 pro-
vided in the lid C for the first bowl 20. The first transmis-
sion piece 60 can be introduced with its inner sleeve por-
tion 62 into the tubular inner portion 28 of the associated
first bowl 20 exclusively through the first end 29 of the
tubular inner portion 28 of the first bowl 20 associated
with the first transmission piece 60, which end is remote
from the bottom wall 22. Coupling means (not shown)
are provided in the region of the free end 68 of the inner
sleeve portion 62 of the first transmission piece 60 facing
the bottom wall 22, whereby an operational connection
to the first drive part 18 of the second drive means 17
can be achieved.
[0029] The second transmission piece 61 is substan-
tially in the form of a sleeve and consists of a first sleeve
portion 69 of substantially constant sleeve diameter and
a second sleeve portion 70 with a second sleeve diameter
widening in a direction away from the first sleeve portion
69, and a drive cap 71 which is provided at the first end
72 of the second transmission piece 61 remote from the
second drive means 17. In the end 73 of the second trans-
mission piece 61 facing the second drive means 17, the
second sleeve portion 70 is fitted with coupling means

(not shown) by which an operational connection to the
second drive part 19 of the second drive means 17 can
be achieved. The drive cap 71 is provided for cooperating
with a counterpiece 74, which counterpiece is provided
on the fourth tool 46 associated with the second trans-
mission piece 61 and the second bowl 21, as well as on
the fifth tool (not shown). The second transmission piece
61 can be introduced with its first sleeve portion 69 and
its second sleeve portion 70 into the tubular inner portion
34 of the associated second bowl 21 exclusively through
the second end 36 of the tubular inner portion 34 of the
second bowl 61 facing the bottom wall 31, associated
with this second transmission piece 61.
[0030] Several different situations will be described be-
low which may occur in the food processor 1 of Figs. 1
to 5. Two situations (see Figs. 1 and 2) among the situ-
ations described below are desirable, because they are
correct operational situations, whereas a few other situ-
ations (cf. Figs. 3, 4, and 5) are undesirable, which is why
these undesirable situations are advantageously pre-
vented by the transmission pieces 60 and 61.
[0031] Fig. 1 shows a desirable operational situation
of the food processor 1. The situation shown in Fig. 1 is
achieved in that first the first bowl 20 is placed on the
support surface 15 of the food processor 1, whereupon
the first transmission piece 60 is introduced into the first
bowl 20, which achieves an operational connection be-
tween the first drive part 18 of the second drive means
17 and the first transmission piece 60, after which the
first tool 42 is placed on the first transmission piece 60,
which achieves an operational connection between the
first transmission piece 60 and the first tool 42. Then the
lid C is placed on the side wall 23 of the first bowl 20 and
is subsequently rotated with respect to the side wall 23
of the first bowl 20, which forces the operating stud 25
into that operational position in which it causes an oper-
ation of the safety switch. It is then possible to switch on
the motor M of the food processor 1, so that a substance
introduced through the feed tube 24 into the first bowl 20
is cut up by the first tool 42.
[0032] Fig. 2 shows a second desired operational sit-
uation of the food processor 1. This situation is reached
in that either first the second transmission piece 61 is
placed on the second drive means 17 and subsequently
the second bowl 21 is passed over the second transmis-
sion piece 61 and placed on the support surface 15, or
the second transmission piece 61 is first introduced into
the tubular inner portion 34 of the second bowl 21 and
subsequently the second bowl 21 together with the intro-
duced second transmission piece 61 is placed on the
support surface 15. Both cases will lead to an operational
connection between the second drive part 19 of the sec-
ond drive means 17 and the second transmission piece
61. The fourth tool 46 is subsequently placed on the tu-
bular inner portion 34 of the second bowl 21, for which
the fastening part 47 is turned tightly onto the second
component piece 38 and the drive cap 71 enters the
counterpiece 74, which leads to an operational connec-
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tion between the drive cap 71 and the counterpiece 74,
and accordingly the drive part 51. The motor M may then
be switched or, which will drive the balloon beaters 52
and 53.
[0033] Fig. 3 shows a situation which is undesirable
for the food processor 1 and which should accordingly
be prevented. In the situation shown in Fig. 3 it is as-
sumed that a user of the food processor 1 attempts to
introduce the first transmission piece 60 together with
the first tool 42 present thereon into the second bowl 21,
while this second bowl 21 is positioned on the support
surface 15 and the second transmission piece 61 has
been introduced into the tubular inner portion of the sec-
ond bowl 21. This is advantageously impossible because
the drive cap 71 is designed for preventing an operational
connection to a tool not associated with the second trans-
mission piece 61 from being realized, i.e. also to the first
tool 42. The two transmission pieces 60 and 61 of the
food processor 1 are indeed constructed such that the
first transmission piece 60 has a certain transmission
piece cross-sectional shape at its second end 68 facing
the second drive means 17 and at the inner sleeve portion
62 which can be introduced into the tubular inner portion
18 of the first bowl 20, and that the drive cap 71 has a
certain drive cap cross-sectional shape, which drive cap
cross-sectional shape is taken to be different from the
transmission piece cross-sectional shape for preventing
an operational connection from being realized. As is ev-
ident from Fig. 3, the drive cap cross-sectional shape is
chosen to be so great in relation to the transmission piece
cross-sectional shape that the inner sleeve portion 62
cannot be passed over the drive cap 71.
[0034] It should further be noted with respect to the
undesirable situation shown in Fig. 3 that it is indeed pos-
sible to pass the first transmission piece 60 partly over
the tubular inner portion 34 of the second bowl 21 in the
case in which the second transmission piece 61 has not
beenintroduced into the second bowl 21 and the second
bowl 21 is placed on the support surface 15 of the food
processor 1 without the second transmission piece 71,
but this will not lead to an operational connection between
the second drive means 17 and the first transmission
piece 60 because the outer sleeve portion 64 of the first
transmission piece 60 will come to rest on the tubular
inner portion 34 of the second bowl 21 before an opera-
tional connection is achieved between the end 68 of the
inner sleeve portion 62 of the first transmission piece 60
facing the second drive means 17 and the first drive part
18 of the second drive means 17.
[0035] Fig. 4 shows a further situation which is unde-
sirable in the food processor 1 and which is advanta-
geously prevented in this case by the first transmission
piece 60. Fig. 4 shows a situation in which a user of the
kitchen machine 1 attempts to introduce the fourth tool
46 into the first bowl 20 which, however, is not associated
with the fourth tool 46. The introduction of the fourth tool
56 is indeed hampered by the balloon beaters 52 and
53, but not fully prevented thereby because the beaters

52 and 53 are of a comparatively flexible construction.
Even if the beaters 52 and 54 were pushed down to very
close to the bottom wall 22 of the first bowl 20, it is ad-
vantageously ensured in the food processor 1 that no
operational connection is achieved between the first
transmission piece 60 and the fourth tool 46. This is be-
cause the bearing stud 67 is constructed so as to prevent
an operational connection being formed with a tool not
belonging to the first transmission piece 60, i.e. also the
fourth tool 46. Should it be attempted to introduce the
fourth tool 46 as far as possible into the first bowl 20, the
bearing stud 67 will hit against the drive part 51, which
prevents the creation of an operational connection. In
addition, this leads to the situation that the bearing stud
67 is covered by the drive part 51, and as a result the lid
C cannot be placed on the first bowl 20, so that the lid C
is also incapable of operating the safety switch of the
food processor 1 with its operating stud 25, which has
the result that the food processor 1 cannot be switched
on.
[0036] Fig. 5 shows a further situation which is unde-
sirable in the food processor 1, which situation is now
advantageously prevented by the second transmission
piece 61. In the situation shown in Fig. 5, a user of the
food processor 1 attempts to introduce the second trans-
mission piece 61 into the first bowl 20. This is prevented
in a simple manner in the food processor 1 in that the
second transmission piece 61 has a certain transmission
piece cross-sectional shape at its second end 73 facing
the second drive means 17 and at its outer sleeve portion
64 which can be introduced into the tubular inner portion
34 of the second bowl 21, and in that the tubular inner
portion 28 of the first bowl 20 has a certain inner portion
cross-sectional shape, which inner portion cross-section-
al shape is made to be different from said transmission
piece cross-sectional shape so as to prevent the realiza-
tion of an operational connection. It is prevented in a sim-
ple manner thereby that the second transmission piece
61 can be inserted into the first bowl 20.
[0037] It is clear from the above description of the food
processor 1 that undesirable situations are prevented in
a simple and reliable manner by means of the transmis-
sion pieces 60 and 61 in the food processor 1.
[0038] Only two bowls 20 and 21 and two transmission
pieces 60 and 61 are provided in the food processor 1
described above. It is alternatively possible to provide
more than two bowls and more than two transmission
pieces in a food processor in accordance with another
embodiment of the invention, for example three, four,
five, or even more, should this be useful and required. It
is also possible for yet further tools to be provided in a
food processor according to the invention. A tool may
also be fixedly connected to a transmission piece, for
example the first tool 42 may be fixedly connected to the
first transmission piece 60.
[0039] In the food processor 1 described above, the
second transmission piece 61 can be inserted only
through the second end 36 of the tubular inner portion
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34 of the second bowl 21 facing the bottom wall 31. This
need not necessarily be the case, because, given a suit-
ably chosen arrangement of a tubular inner portion 34
and a second transmission piece 61, this second trans-
mission piece 61 may alternatively be inserted via the
first end 35 of the tubular inner portion 34 remote from
the bottom wall 31 into the tubular inner portion 34 of the
accordingly constructed second bowl 21.
[0040] In the food processor 1 described above, the
second drive means 17 arranged adjacent the support
surface 15 are designed to drive the tools of the food
processor 1 above the level of the support surface 15.
Such second drive means, however, may alternatively
be arranged substantially at the level of the support sur-
face 15, or below the level of the support surface 15, in
which case the transmission pieces will be of an accord-
ingly longer construction.
[0041] The bearing stud 67 and the drive cap 71 play
an important part in the food processor 1 described above
as regards the prevention of an inadmissible combination
of a bowl and a tool not belonging to this bowl. It should
be expressly noted here, however, that alternative pre-
ventive solutions are possible, for example, different
cross-sectional shapes may be provided for this purpose.
[0042] It should once more be noted that a food proc-
essor according to the invention may also be constructed
such that a first transmission piece and a second trans-
mission piece are not of different, but of the same con-
struction, and that a first bowl and a second bowl are of
different constructions, and that the tools associated with
these respective bowls and with the transmission piece
associated with the respective bowl are of different con-
structions.

Claims

1. A food processor (1)
with a support surface (15), and
with a first bowl (20) and a second bowl (21), which
bowls (20, 21) are of different constructions, are de-
signed for being placed on the support surface (15),
each comprise a bottom wall (22, 31), and each com-
prise a tubular inner portion (28, 34) rising from the
bottom wall (22, 31) into the interior of the bowl (20,
21), which inner portion (28, 34) has a first end (29,
35) remote from the bottom wall (22, 31) and a sec-
ond end (30, 36) facing the bottom wall (22, 31) and
is open at both ends (29, 30, 35, 36), and
with drive means (17) arranged adjacent the support
surface (15) for driving tools (42, 45, 46) of the food
processor (1), and
with at least two tools(42, 45, 46), which tools (42,
45, 46) are of different constructions and are each
associated with a respective bowl (20, 21), and
with a first transmission piece (60) and a second
transmission piece (61),
which transmission pieces (60, 61) are permanently

connected neither to a bowl (20, 21) nor to the drive
means (17),
wherein each transmission piece (60, 61) is associ-
ated with a respective bowl (20, 21) and with at least
one tool (42, 45, 46) and can be introduced by at
least a portion (62, 69, 70, 71) into the tubular inner
portion (28, 34) of the associated bowl (20, 21), and
is constructed such that a transmission connection
to the drive means (17) and to a tool (42, 45, 46)
associated with the transmission piece (60, 61) can
be realized and such that a transmission connection
to a tool (42, 45, 46) not associated with the respec-
tive transmission piece (60, 61) is prevented.

2. A food processor (1) as claimed in claim 1, wherein
the transmission pieces (60, 61) are of different con-
structions.

3. A food processor (1) as claimed in claim 2, wherein
the first transmission piece (60) can be inserted with
at least a portion (62) thereof into the tubular inner
portion (28) of the associated first bowl (20) exclu-
sively via the first end (29) of the tubular inner portion
(28) of the first bowl (20) associated with the first
transmission piece (60), i.e. via that end (29) which
is remote from the bottom wall (22).

4. A food processor (1) as claimed in claim 2, wherein
the second transmission piece (61) can be inserted
with at least a portion (69, 70, 71) thereof into the
tubular inner portion (34) of the associated second
bowl (21) exclusively through the second end (36)
of the tubular inner portion (34) of the second bowl
(21) associated with the second transmission piece
(61), i.e. via that end (36) which faces the bottom
wall (31).

5. A food processor (1) as claimed in claim 3, wherein
the first transmission piece (60) is provided with a
bearing stud (67) at a first end (66) remote from the
drive means (17), which bearing stud (67) is de-
signed for cooperating with a bearing sleeve (26)
which is provided in a lid (C) of the first bowl (20),
and which bearing stud (67) is constructed so as to
prevent an operational connection from being real-
ized to a tool (46) which is not associated with the
first transmission piece (60).

6. A food processor (1) as claimed in claim 4, wherein
the second transmission piece (61) is provided with
a drive cap (71) at a first end (72) remote from the
drive means (17), which drive cap (71) is designed
for cooperating with a counterpiece (74) which is pro-
vided on a tool (46) associated with the second trans-
mission piece (61) and the second bowl (21), and
which drive cap (71) is designed for preventing an
operational connection being realized to a tool (42,
45) which is not associated with the second trans-
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mission piece (61).

7. A food processor (1) as claimed in claims 3 and 6,
wherein the first transmission piece (60) has a cer-
tain transmission piece cross-sectional shape at a
second end (68) facing the drive means (17) and at
the portion (62) which can be inserted into the tubular
inner portion (28) of the first bowl (20), and wherein
the drive cap (71) has a certain drive cap cross-sec-
tional shape, which drive cap cross-sectional shape
is formed differently from the transmission piece
cross-sectional shape so as to prevent the realiza-
tion of an operational connection.

8. A food processor (1) as claimed in claim 4, wherein
the second transmission piece (61) has a certain
transmission piece cross-sectional shape at a sec-
ond end (73) facing the drive means (17) and at the
portion (70) which can be inserted into the tubular
inner portion (34) of the second bowl (21), and
wherein the tubular inner portion (28) of the first bowl
(20) has a certain inner portion cross-sectional
shape, which inner portion cross-sectional shape is
formed differently from the transmission piece
cross-sectional shape so as to prevent the realiza-
tion of an operational connection.

9. A food processor (1) as claimed in claim 1, wherein
the drive means (17) comprise a first drive part (18)
and a second drive part (19) arranged coaxially with
the first drive part (18), and wherein the first drive
part (18) is driven at a higher speed than the second
drive part (19) when the drive means (17) are oper-
ated.

Patentansprüche

1. Küchenmaschine (1)
mit einer Abstellfläche (15) und
mit einem ersten Arbeitsbehälter (20) und einem
zweiten Arbeitsbehälter (21), wobei die Arbeitsbe-
hälter (20, 21) ungleich ausgebildet sind und zum
Abstellen auf der Abstellfläche (15) ausgebildet sind
und je eine Bodenwand (22, 31) aufweisen und je
einen von der Bodenwand (22, 31) in das Behälter-
innere nach oben stehenden rohrartigen Innenteil
(28, 34) aufweisen, der ein von der Bodenwand (22,
31) abgewandtes erstes Ende (29, 35) und ein der
Bodenwand (22, 31) zugewandtes zweites Ende
(30, 36) aufweist und der an beiden Enden (29, 30,
35, 36) offen ist, und
mit benachbart zu der Abstellfläche (15) angeordne-
ten Antriebsmitteln (17) zum Antreiben von Werk-
zeugen (42, 45, 46) der Küchenmaschine (1) und
mit mindestens zwei Werkzeugen (42, 45, 46), wobei
die Werkzeuge (42, 45, 46) ungleich ausgebildet
sind und wobei jedes Werkzeug (42, 45, 46) einem

jeweiligen Arbeitsbehälter (20, 21) zugeordnet ist,
und
mit einem ersten Antriebsstück (60) und einem zwei-
ten Antriebsstück (61), wobei die Antriebsstücke (60,
61) weder mit einem Arbeitsbehälter (20, 21) noch
mit den Antriebsmitteln (17) permanent verbunden
sind und
wobei jedes Antriebsstück (60, 61) einem jeweiligen
Arbeitsbehälter (20, 21) und mindestens einem
Werkzeug (42, 45, 46) zugeordnet ist und mit min-
destens einem Abschnitt (62, 69, 70,71) davon in
den rohrartigen Innenteil (28, 34) des zugeordneten
Arbeitsbehälters (20, 21) einführbar ist und ausge-
bildet ist, um das Realisieren einer Antriebsverbin-
dung mit den Antriebsmitteln (17) und mit einem dem
Antriebsstück (60, 61) zugeordneten Werkzeug (42,
45, 46) zu ermöglichen und das Realisieren einer
Antriebsverbindung mit einem dem Antriebsstück
(60, 61) nicht zugeordneten Werkzeug (42, 45, 46)
zu verhindern.

2. Küchenmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Antriebsstücke (60, 61) ungleich ausgebildet sind.

3. Küchenmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 2, wobei das
erste Antriebsstück (60) mit mindestens einem Ab-
schnitt (62) davon nur über das von der Bodenwand
(22) abgewandte erste Ende (29) des rohrartigen In-
nenteils (28) des dem ersten Antriebsstück (60) zu-
geordneten ersten Arbeitsbehälters (20) in den rohr-
artigen Innenteil (28) des zugeordneten ersten Ar-
beitsbehälters (20) einführbar ist.

4. Küchenmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 2, wobei das
zweite Antriebsstück (61) mit mindestens einem Ab-
schnitt (69, 70, 71) davon nur über das der Boden-
wand (31) zugewandte zweite Ende (36) des rohr-
artigen Innenteils (34) des dem zweiten Antriebs-
stück (61) zugeordneten zweiten Arbeitsbehälters
(21) in den rohrartigen Innenteil (34) des zugeord-
neten zweiten Arbeitsbehälters (21) einführbar ist.

5. Küchenmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 3, wobei das
erste Antriebsstück (60) an einem von den Antriebs-
mitteln (17) abgewandten ersten Ende (66) mit ei-
nem Lagerstift (67) versehen ist, welcher Lagerstift
(67) zum Zusammenwirken mit einer Lagerhülse
(26) vorgesehen ist, die an einem Deckel (C) des
ersten Arbeitsbehälters (20) vorgesehen ist, und
welcher Lagerstift (67) zum Verhindern des Reali-
sierens einer Betriebsverbindung mit einem dem er-
sten Antriebsstück (60) nicht zugeordneten Werk-
zeug (46) ausgebildet ist.

6. Küchenmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 4, wobei das
zweite Antriebsstück (61) an einem von den An-
triebsmitteln (17) abgewandten ersten Ende (72) mit
einer Antriebskappe (71) versehen ist, welche An-
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triebskappe (71) zum Zusammenwirken mit einem
Gegenstück (74) vorgesehen ist, das an einem dem
zweiten Antriebsstück (61) und dem zweiten Arbeits-
behälter (21) zugeordneten Werkzeug (46) vorgese-
hen ist, und welche Antriebskappe (71) zum Verhin-
dern des Realisierens einer Betriebsverbindung mit
einem dem zweiten Antriebsstück (61) nicht zuge-
ordneten Werkzeug (42, 45) ausgebildet ist.

7. Küchenmaschine (1) nach den Ansprüchen 3 und 6,
wobei das erste Antriebsstück (60) an einem den
Antriebsmitteln (17) zugewandten zweiten Ende (68)
und bei dem in den rohrartigen Innenteil (28) des
ersten Arbeitsbehälters (20) einführbaren Abschnitt
(62) eine bestimmte Antriebsstück-Querschnitts-
form aufweist und wobei die Antriebskappe (71) eine
bestimmte Antriebskappen-Querschnittsform auf-
weist, welche Antriebskappen-Querschnittsform
zum Verhindern des Realisierens einer Betriebsver-
bindung unterschiedlich zu der Antriebsstück-Quer-
schnittsform geformt ist.

8. Küchenmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 4, wobei das
zweite Antriebsstück (61) an einem den Antriebsmit-
teln (17) zugewandten zweiten Ende (73) und bei
dem in den rohrartigen Innenteil (34) des zweiten
Arbeitsbehälters (21) einführbaren Abschnitt (70) ei-
ne bestimmte Antriebsstück-Querschnittsform auf-
weist und wobei der rohrartige Innenteil (28) des er-
sten Arbeitsbehälters (20) eine bestimmte Innen-
teil-Querschnittsform aufweist, welche Innen-
teil-Querschnittsform zum Verhindern des Realisie-
rens einer Betriebsverbindung unterschiedlich zu
der Antriebsstück-Querschnittsform geformt ist.

9. Küchenmaschine (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Antriebsmittel (17) einen ersten Antriebsteil (18) und
einen zu dem ersten Antriebsteil (18) koaxial ange-
ordneten zweiten Antriebsteil (19) aufweisen und
wobei bei einem Antreiben der Antriebsmittel (17)
der erste Antriebsteil (18) mit einer höheren Dreh-
zahl als der zweite Antriebsteil (19) angetrieben wird.

Revendications

1. Robot ménager (1)
comportant une surface de support (15), et
comportant un premier bol (20) et un deuxième bol
(21), lesquels bols (20, 21) sont de constructions dif-
férentes, sont conçus pour être placés sur la surface
de support (15), comportent chacun une paroi de
fond (22, 31), et comprennent chacun une partie in-
terne tubulaire (28, 34) s’élevant depuis la paroi de
fond (22, 31) à l’intérieur du bol (20, 21), laquelle
partie interne (28, 34) comporte une première extré-
mité (29, 35) distante de la paroi de fond (22, 31) et
une deuxième extrémité (30, 36) tournée vers la pa-

roi de fond (22, 31) et est ouverte aux deux extrémi-
tés (29, 30, 35, 36), et
des moyens d’entraînement (17) disposés à côté de
la surface de support (15) pour entraîner des outils
(42, 45, 46) du robot ménager (1), et
au moins deux outils (42, 45, 46), lesquels outils (42,
45, 46) sont de constructions différentes et sont cha-
cun associés à un bol respectif (20, 21), et
un premier élément de transmission (60) et un
deuxième élément de transmission (61),
lesquels éléments de transmission (60, 61) ne sont
attachés de manière permanente ni à un bol (20, 21)
ni aux moyens d’entraînement (17),
dans lequel chaque élément de transmission (60,
61) est associé à un bol (20, 21) respectif et à au
moins un outil (42, 45, 46) et peut être introduit par
au moins une partie (62, 69, 70, 71) dans la partie
interne tubulaire (28, 34) du bol (20, 21) associé, et
est construit de sorte qu’un raccordement de trans-
mission aux moyens d’entraînement (17) et à un outil
(42, 45, 46) associé à l’élément de transmission (60,
61) peut être réalisé et de sorte qu’un raccordement
de transmission à un outil (42, 46, 46) qui n’est pas
associé à l’élément de transmission (60, 61) respec-
tif est empêché.

2. Robot ménager (1) suivant la revendication 1, dans
lequel les éléments de transmission (60, 61) sont de
constructions différentes.

3. Robot ménager (1) suivant la revendication 2, dans
lequel le premier élément de transmission (60) peut
être introduit avec au moins une partie (62) de ce-
lui-ci dans la partie interne tubulaire (28) du premier
bol (20) associé exclusivement par le biais de la pre-
mière extrémité (29) de la partie interne tubulaire
(28) du premier bol (20) associé au premier élément
de transmission (60), c’est-à-dire par le biais de l’ex-
trémité (29) qui est distante de la paroi de fond (22).

4. Robot ménager (1) suivant la revendication 2, dans
lequel le deuxième élément de transmission (61)
peut être introduit avec au moins une partie (69, 70,
71) de celui-ci dans la partie interne tubulaire (34)
du deuxième bol (21) associé exclusivement par le
biais de la deuxième extrémité (36) de la partie in-
terne tubulaire (34) du deuxième bol (21) associé au
deuxième élément de transmission (61), c’est-à-dire
par le biais de l’extrémité (36) qui est tournée vers
la paroi de fond (31).

5. Robot ménager (1) suivant la revendication 3, dans
lequel le premier élément de transmission (60) est
pourvu d’un tenon d’appui (67) à une première ex-
trémité (66) distante des moyens d’entraînement
(17), lequel tenon d’appui (67) est conçu pour coo-
pérer avec un manchon d’appui (26) qui est disposé
dans un couvercle (C) du premier bol (20), et lequel
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tenon d’appui (67) est construit de manière à empê-
cher la réalisation d’un raccordement opérationnel
à un outil (46) qui n’est pas associé au premier élé-
ment de transmission (60).

6. Robot ménager (1) suivant la revendication 4, dans
lequel le deuxième élément de transmission (61) est
pourvu d’un chapeau d’entraînement (71) à une pre-
mière extrémité (72) distante des moyens d’entraî-
nement (17), lequel chapeau d’entraînement (71) est
conçu pour coopérer avec un contre-appui (74) qui
est disposé sur un outil (46) associé au deuxième
élément de transmission (61) et au deuxième bol
(21), et lequel chapeau d’entraînement (71) est con-
çu pour empêcher la réalisation d’un raccordement
opérationnel à un outil (42, 45) qui n’est pas associé
au deuxième élément de transmission (61).

7. Robot ménager (1) suivant les revendications 3 et
6, dans lequel le premier élément de transmission
(60) a une certaine forme transversale d’élément de
transmission à sa deuxième extrémité (68) tournée
vers les moyens d’entraînement (17) et au niveau
de la partie (62) qui peut être introduite dans ta partie
interne tubulaire (28) du premier bol (20), et dans
lequel le chapeau d’entraînement (71) a une certaine
forme transversale de chapeau d’entraînement, la-
quelle forme transversale du chapeau d’entraîne-
ment est formée différemment de la forme transver-
sale de l’élément de transmission de manière à em-
pêcher la réalisation d’un raccordement opération-
nel.

8. Robot ménager (1) suivant la revendication 4, dans
lequel le deuxième élément de transmission (61) a
une certaine forme transversale d’élément de trans-
mission à sa deuxième extrémité (73) tournée vers
les moyens d’entraînement (17) et au niveau de la
partie (70) qui peut être introduite dans la partie in-
terne tubulaire (34) du deuxième bol (21), et dans
lequel la partie interne tubulaire (28) du premier bol
(20) a une certaine forme transversale de partie in-
terne, laquelle forme transversale de la partie interne
est formée différemment de la forme transversale de
l’élément de transmission de manière à empêcher
la réalisation d’un raccordement opérationnel.

9. Robot ménager (1) suivant la revendication 1, dans
lequel les moyens d’entraînement (17) comprennent
une première pièce d’entraînement (18) et une
deuxième pièce d’entraînement (19) agencée de
manière coaxiale par rapport à la première pièce
d’entraînement (18), et dans lequel la première pièce
d’entraînement (18) est entraînée à une vitesse su-
périeure à celle de la deuxième pièce d’entraînement
(19) lorsque les moyens d’entraînement (17) sont
actionnés.
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